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ABSTRACT: The global demand for electrical energy is constantly increasing while the production of fossil fuel based
energy is declining and therefore the obvious choice of clean energy source which is abundant and could provide
security for the future development is sun’s energy. This paper presents the implementation of genetic algorithm (GA)
based, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) for photovoltaic system (PV) under uniform and non-uniform
irradiances. The power and voltage characteristic of PV array is non-linear and it exhibits multiple peaks including
many local peaks and one global peak under non-uniform irradiances. In order to track the global peak, MPPT is the
important component of PV systems. Then deduction of the required function to generate the reference values to drive
the tracking system in the PV system at maximum power point (MPP) is done with the aid of Artificial Neural Network
(ANN). This function deals with the more probable situations for variable values of temperature and irradiance to get
the corresponding voltage and current at maximum power. The effectiveness of the proposed system is proved with the
help of simulation. The simulation is performed in MATLAB/Simulink. From the simulation results, it shows that the
proposed algorithm works properly to track the maximum power for PV system and to achieve high dynamic
performance of the proposed system.
KEYWORDS: Photovoltaic Array (PV), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Maximum
power point tracking (MPPT), Solar Energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, the energy demand is moving on increasing toward generating power with renewable energy source that may be
dispersed in a wide area, and most of them are renewable, as they have greater advantages due to their environmentally
friendly nature. Photovoltaic (PV) energy has augmented interest in wide range of electrical power applications, since it
is considered as a basically limitless and generally on hand energy resource with the focus on greener sources of power
particularly for distant locations where utility power is engaged [1-4]. The solar can be used by all in universe which
doesn’t need more investigations of producing electricity [5-7].
Photovoltaic energy has increased interest in electrical power applications, since it is considered as a basically limitless
and generally on hand energy resource. However, the output power induced in the photovoltaic modules depends on
solar irradiance and temperature of the solar cells. This makes the extraction of maximum power a complex task. The
efficiency of the PV generation depends on maximum power extraction of PV system. Therefore, to maximize the
efficiency of the renewable energy system, it is necessary to track the maximum power point of the PV array [8].
The PV array has a single in service point that can supply maximum power to the load. This point is called the
maximum power point (MPP). The locus of this point has a nonlinear distinction with solar irradiance and the cell
temperature. Thus, in order to operate the PV array at its MPP, the PV system must contain a maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) controller. Many MPPT techniques have been reported in the literature. Perturb and observation
(P&O) method is an iterative algorithm to track the MPP by measuring the current and voltage of the PV module. This
algorithm is easy to implement but the problem of oscillation of operating point around MPP is unavoidable and
implementation of pulse width modulation control as discussed in [9-10]. Incremental conductance (INC) method
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presented in [11] is most widely used method. It tracks the MPP by comparing instantaneous conductance to the
incremental conductance.
Recently artiﬁcial intelligence methods which include Fuzzy and Neural Network have been applied to track. The fuzzy
logic controllers have the advantages of robustness, simplicity in design and it does not need accurate mathematical
model. The selection of parameters and membership function in fuzzy logic is not easy as it needs expert knowledge
and experimentation as discussed in [12-14]. The calculations are based on practical PV module data is explained in
[15]. From all the above analysis, conclude that the new Genetic Algorithm (GA) to track MPP for Photovoltaic System
under Uniform and Non-Uniform irradiances.
II. PV ARRAY MODELLING AND SIMULATION
The mathematical PV module modeling depends on Schott ASE-300-DGF PV panel with the aid of MATLAB
environment. The use of equivalent electric circuits makes it possible to model characteristics of a PV cell. There are
two key parameters frequently used to characterize a PV cell. Shorting together the terminals of the cell, the photon
generated current will follow out of the cell as a short-circuit current (Isc). Thus, Iph = Isc, when there is no
connection to the PV cell (open-circuit), the photon generated current is shunted internally by the intrinsic p-n
junction diode. This gives the open circuit voltage (Voc). The single exponential model is shown in Fig 1.

Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit used in the simulations

The PV module or cell manufacturers usually provide the values of these parameters in their datasheets [15]. The
ASE-300-DGF/50 is an industrial-grade solar power module built to the highest standards. Extremely powerful and
reliable, the module delivers maximum performance in large systems that require higher voltages, including the most
challenging conditions of military, utility and commercial installations. For superior performance, quality and peace
of mind, the ASE-300-DGF/50 is renowned as the first choice among those who recognize that not all solar modules
are created equal [15]. The simplest model of a PV cell equivalent circuit consists of an ideal current source in parallel
with an ideal diode. The current source represents the current generated by photons (often denoted as Iph or IL), and
its output is constant under constant temperature and constant incident radiation of light.
In this model, a PV cell is represented by a current source in parallel with a diode and a series resistance, the basic
current equation is given in Eq. (1).
I=Ipv, cell- I0, cell {[exp (qv/akT)]-1}

(1)

where Ipv, cell is current generated by the incident light (directly proportional to sun irradiation), I0, cell is leakage current
of the diode, q is electron charge 1.6021e10-19 C, k is Boltzmann constant, T is Temperature of the PN junction, a is
Diode ideality constant is explained in [16-17].
The following Fig 2, Fig 3, Fig 4, and Fig 5 at various module temperatures simulated with the MATLAB model for
our PV module are shown with the maximum power points identified on them. After that, a more powerful tool is
presented (Genetic Algorithm) to be used for finding the MPPs over most probable range. From these figures, it is
clear that there is a maximum point at each irradiance value with the temperature value. The coming stage presents
the genetic algorithm function to identify this maximum point for more wide range than before then using the facility
of ANN to deduce the required drive equation.
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Fig. 2 P-V curves at (1KW/m2; 0, 25, 50, 75oC)

Fig. 3 P-V curves (0.75KW/m2; 0, 25, 50, 75oC)

Fig. 4 P-V curves (0.50KW/m2; 0, 25, 50, 75oC)
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Fig. 5 P-V curves (0.25KW/m2; 0, 25, 50, 75oC)

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM
The genetic algorithm is a method for solving both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems that is based
on natural selection, the process that drives biological evolution. The genetic algorithm repeatedly modifies a
population of individual solutions. At each step, the genetic algorithm selects individuals at random from the current
population to be parents and uses them to produce the children for the next generation. Over successive generations,
the population "evolves" toward an optimal solution. The application of the genetic algorithm to solve a variety of
optimization problems that are not well suited for standard optimization algorithms, including problems in which the
objective function is discontinuous, non - differentiable, stochastic, or highly nonlinear [18-19].
The MPPT algorithm based on GA Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an optimization system that resembles natural genetics.
Using this method, an optimal set of parameters is resolute based on a “survival of the fittest” principle. In fact, there
are three basic operators concerned in the look for procedure of a GA: selection, crossover, and mutation. Selection is
a method which chooses a genetic material from the current generation’s population for enclosure in the next
generation’s population according to their fitness. Crossover operator combines two chromosomes to produce a new
genetic material. Mutation operator maintains genetic diversity from one generation of population to the next and
aims to achieve some stochastic dissimilarity of GA in order to get an earlier convergence to solve this problem
customized the algorithm by resetting the first population whenever it detects a variation of irradiance and cell
temperature. Accordingly, the GA is reinitialized every time the following two conditions are satisfied as given in Eq.
(2) and Eq. (3).
|V(K+1)-V(K)| < ∆V

(2)

|[Ppv(k+1)- Ppv(k)]/ Ppv(k)|>∆P

(3)

The chromosomes position corresponds to the desired output voltage at iteration (k). The initial population that is
composed by chromosomes parents includes four individuals which are applied successively. The initial positions of
this population are given by Eq. (4).
[P1, P2, P3, P4] = [0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2] Voc.

(4)

The fitness is the generated power Ppv, it is sorted decreasingly, and the criterion of selection is performed by elitism.
The crossover step consists of combining two chromosomes parents to produce a child. In fact, this step is based on
Eq. (5) and Eq. (6).
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child(k) = r.P (r) − (1 − r).P (k + 1)

(5)

child(k + 1) = (r − 1).P (k) − (r).P (k + 1)

(6)

where, r is a random number. The relation between the output voltage and the duty cycle of the ISSBC is written as
Eq. (7).
a(k) = child(k)/Voc.

(7)

In this work, to take into account the step of mutation regardless it impact on the convergence of the dynamic
response and the apparition of oscillations, and this is due to the sequential aspect of chromosomes. Based on the GA
equation MATLAB programmed and embedded in user interface function, initialized in simulation system.
IV. MAXIMUM POWER GA FUNCTION
The aim of this function is to pick the peaks of PV power curves shown before; as the objective function and out two
variables as arguments x(1), and x(2) (Vmp, and Imp). This efficient function is implemented by maximizing the
power with the voltage and current as optimizing variables, and with bounds for them by the values of Voc, and Isc
from the PV module data sheet, also with nonlinear constraints with the aid of Voc, and Isc obtained from I-V curves
for each irradiances, and temperatures values.
Both the objective function and constraint function are implemented using the previous modeling relations in the form
of MATLAB m-files.
Function MPP = f (x)
MPP = x(1) * x(2)

(8)

Function Constraints:
This optimizing variable (x(1)) is bounded by [0 VocDataSheet].
This optimizing variable (x(2)) is bounded by [0 IscDataSheet].
The nonlinear constraint:
Function [c,ceq] = f (x)
c = [z1-Voc Module (For Each Irradiance & Temperature Values);
z2-Isc Module (For Each Irradiance & Temperature Values)]
ceq = [ ]

(9)

V. GENETIC ALGORITHM RESULTS
Finally, a set of 3 D figures are proposed to cover the most probable situations at various irradiance, various
temperature with the current, the voltage, and the power at the desired maximum power. These surface faces relations
will be considered later as the learning or training data for the ANN model. The following Fig 6, Fig 7 and Fig 8
cover the most probable range for both irradiance (0.05:1 kW/m2) and temperature (0:750C).
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Fig. 6 Maximum Power relation with Irradiance and Temperature

Fig. 7 Voltage at Maximum Power relation with Irradiance and Temperature

Fig. 8 Current at Maximum Power relation with Irradiance and Temperature

The neural network has the ability to deal with all previous relations as surface or mapping face, due to this technique
ability for interpolation between points with each other and also curves.
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VI. ARTIFICAL NEURAL NETWORK BASED PV-GENETIC ALGORITHM WITH ITS REGRESSION
FUNCTION
This model uses the ANN technique with back-propagation technique which used, described and verified before in the
field of renewable energy. This model uses the previous 3D graphs illustrated before as training or learning data for
input and desired target. The inputs in this model are the irradiance and temperature; the outputs are: module voltage,
and current at maximum power. This model with its hidden and output layers suitable neurons numbers is depicted in
Fig 9. Also, the training state is presented in Fig 10 and Fig 11 respectively.

Fig. 9 ANN based Genetic PV Module Model at Maximum power point

Fig. 10 Training State ANN based Genetic PV System

The regression neural network function is deduced as follow:
The normalized inputs Gn: (Normalized Irradiance); Tn: (Normalized Temperature) are:
Gn = (G-0.5083)/(0.3368)
Tn = (T-37.5000)/(28.5520)

(10)
(11)

The normalized outputs are:
Vn = - 0.6907 F1 + 3.0723 F2 + 2.2439 F3 + 3.2258 F4 – 123.3601 F5 + 0.4641 F6 - 3.9162
In = 0.1583 F1 + 22.0215 F2 + 36.2987 F3 + 36.3581 F4 + 1.2441 F5 - 3.4176 F6 - 45.3856
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The un- normalized out puts are:
V = 17.3087 Vn + 37.2067
I = 1.9128 In + 2.7979

(14)
(15)

Fig. 11 Comparisons samples of actual and ANN-predicted values for Voltage Profile

VII.

CONCLUSION

The genetic algorithm based maximum power point tracking for photovoltaic system under uniform and non-uniform
irradiances is implemented. The configuration for the proposed system is designed and simulated using
MATLAB/Simulink. Due to the importance of PV systems especially in green energy field, this paper introduces an
efficient identification method for maximum power point (MPP) function for photovoltaic (PV) module using the
genetic algorithm (GA). The required function to generate the reference values to drive the tracking system in the PV
system at MPP is done with the aid of artificial neural network (ANN). This function uses the most probable
situations for variable values of temperature and irradiance to get the corresponding voltage and current at maximum
power. The mathematical PV module modelling depends on Schott ASE-300-DGF PV panel with the aid of
MATLAB environment. The aim of this paper is to pick peaks of the power curves (maximum points) to make the sun
tracker works efficiently. The simulation results at MPP are well depicted in 3-D figures to be used as training or
learning data for the ANN model. Finally, the ANN regression function for this unit is introduced to be used directly
without operating the neural model each times. The simulation result also proves the effectiveness of the proposed
genetic algorithm which uses maximum power point tracking. The results clearly show that the proposed topology can
effectively work as a genetic algorithm based maximum power point tracking for photovoltaic system.
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